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Monster hunter world bombardier gunlance

Monster Hunter: The world &gt; public &gt; topic discussions details I think my weapon broke up here and my situation. I wanted to start playing gunlance so I decided to try to build a set before and as expected that i failed horribly that way I decided to look at gunlance builds to use. In the end I found this (I hope it works if not the name is the range of bombing on level 7 Gunlance
Build - Monster Hunter World. from Rurikhan) so I chose the first very defensive build in the video. The only major difference I have is that this construction is that one. Gunlance is designed to have two increased health, two. I didn't have jump/extender jaws so I just used two jumping decos and I don't use any of the decoration slots in the mantle. The main problem I'm having is
that for some unknown reason my damage is only dropping to 69 pershel at the same time everyone I've seen using this gunlance as well as building itself in the video they're all only reaching at least a hundred just over pershel, it's really annoying to me. I have tried and modified the damaged gunlance through demondrug and pills may but this only provokes physical damage and
not shell, I even have in my stock two damaged defense reinforcement elements and they do not do anything. I would love to have information and tips about what I'm doing wrong with this construction or if the problem is just the fact that I'm just a great sword user who has absolutely no idea how to build a set of armor with any other weapon not a hammer. Thanks note: This is
only to be used in spam reporting, advertising, and problematic (harassment, fighting, or rude) publications. Note: This is only for use in spam reporting, advertising, and problematic (harassment, fighting, or rude) publications. Does Bombardier's skill improve the damage caused by bomb attacks? Bombardier's description makes it look like it only affects the elements
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